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We cannot recommend the
AAT QUALIFICATION highly enough
AAT is one of the most
practical qualifications
available to people who
are interested not only in
getting into bookkeeping
and accounting but
also in increasing their
effectiveness at the centre
of a business. From their
Mrs Sonya Ashbarry, proprietress
first day of training AAT
of Eagle Education & Training
students learn techniques
and processes that they can apply directly at work,
covering important communication and interpersonal
skills as well as accountancy. The students soon become
rounded, effective and committed team players. We are
continuing to recommend Eagle Education & Training
to our non-apprentice AAT students. Eagle Education is
a distance learning college specialising in accountancy
courses, particularly AAT. Eagle’s friendly staff are
professional yet approachable, and their students enjoy
a high level of success.
Interested? If so, send an email to geoff.holding@ubteam.com
for course information.

Are you unlocking your POTENTIAL?
Do you realise that you may have a hidden talent hitherto
undetected? FIND IT AND UNLOCK IT! It’s so true that
everybody can do something and that nothing ventured
is nothing gained. Instead of leaving your talent hidden
in the earth why not dig it up, train it, use it, trade with it,
live off it and derive lifelong benefits from it? If you are a
school leaver this summer make sure you have discussed
postgraduate studies with your parents, your local PSC and
your prospective employer and then make sure you enrol in
good time for the postgraduate course that most suits you.

Tips from a SUCCESSFUL STUDENT
Wise advice is encouraging and needs to be followed, but
the experience of those who have successfully followed
wise advice is most stimulating! Listen to these valuable
study tips from a successful student –

• Dedicate a definite, regular time and stand by it.
• Dedicate an undisturbed study spot and stay in it.
• Dedicate a personal achievable goal and stick to it.

Do you have CRIPPLING TAX BILLS?
Many readers will remember this quotation: “The business
you’re in [tax accounting]...is the best business you can be in...
Simple people like us farmers...we need the best tax accountants
we can get to get the best tax deductions that we can get.”
There is a continuing need for more students to study the
tax laws of their own country, and to keep up-to-date with
new tax regulations. Too many businesses unnecessarily
pay too much tax. Tax regulations constantly change and
a skilled company accountant or finance manager who
keeps up-to-date is an invaluable asset to any business
in order to give the best advice and save thousands of
€€€ or £££ or $$$ or whatever currency you use for paying
your tax. If you have not yet enrolled on a postgraduate
course send an enquiry today to your postgraduate
coordinator for details of taxation courses available.

DEDICATION in France
Read these testimonials from two French students –
‘For several reasons I decided to enrol on the 2-year
BTS Management des Unités Commerciales Course. The
main reason was that I received direct counsel to take up
postgraduate studies during a personal conversation.
Secondly, I was counselled that this privilege is not available
to all, and I should not ignore this most valuable opportunity
to invest for the future. So I am now working in various roles
in the family business and am also studying the BTS Course
by distance learning with ICADEMIE, the online training
provider. It is a challenge, but very rewarding!’
‘For my postgraduate studies I chose an online course on
e-commerce which I can study at my own pace. This course
is very useful because I can put it into practice at work. I am
convinced that studies after finishing school are essential for
everyone because we still need to learn and we should never
stop learning. It is very fruitful because I have discovered that
skills learnt at school are developed during the course. After
completing this training I will be responsible for monitoring
customers on the website, using various methods to attract
customers to order online, and exploring ways of tracking
customer clicks to send individual promotional offers based
on the products that I know they have looked at. This is a
fascinating occupation and extremely satisfying when the
customer sends us an order!’

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal; it is the
courage to continue that counts.” [Winston Churchill]

Disclaimer: The responsibility for the suitability of the course content and the way that it is delivered lies with the
student and the student’s parents. It is not anticipated that any postgraduate course should require the use of
webcams. Any use of webcams for whatever reason is solely the responsibility of the parents or the employer.
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